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On Apr 9, 2018, at 7:54 PM, Magnus Regnant <mr.seaking@gmail.com> wrote:
Arnie,

The simplest, best & most honest answer for your inquiry, can be found in the simplest 
fact. That fact being, being perfect for Jon's own perfect condition. Or, it's not in Jon's best 
interest in Jon's on Matrix to put it another way. And, this leaves our polity of unanimity 
suffering divisively unnecessarily from the choices Jon has taken historically. That being, to 
teach generally how to rationalize cognitive awareness supposedly to any unaware of the eternal 
expanse of Creation and the nefarious ways reality is manipulated and outcomes sought...lol. 

Jon doesn't wish to face the obvious corporate reality exposed by the Clearfield Doctrine. 
But, Jon's other efforts logically unraveling conscience & conscious perceptions as those taught 
via classical scholasticism. Or, as we state " via Science of Right Reason."

Whereas defined pursuant to Supreme Court Annotated Statute: Clearfield Trust Co. v. 
United States 318 U.S. 363-371 1942: "Governments descend to the level of a mere private 
corporation, and take on the characteristics of a mere private citizen . . . where private corporate 
commercial paper [Federal Reserve Notes] and securities [checks] is concerned . . . For purposes 
of suit, such corporations and individuals are regarded as entities entirely separate from 
government." 

Federal Reserve Notes are the bonded bearing interest (local, state and national taxes) 
side of a public offering & commercial acceptance collected at market in trade or acceptance for 
both public and private debts. 

However, "[a] governmental entity may waive immunity by the purchase of liability 
insurance, thereby subjecting itself to liability for the tortious acts of its officers and employees." 
Mellon v. Prosser, 126 N.C. App. 620, 622, 486 S.E.2d 439, 441 (1997), rev'd in part on other 
grounds, 347 N.C. 568, 494 S.E.2d 763 (1998). See N.C. Gen. Stat. § 160A-485 (1999); N.C. 
Gen. Stat. § 153A-435 (1999). 

The evidence put forth as liability insurance are Federal Reserve Note issued out from the 
Fiscal Agent of the U.S. as asset assignment holder of treasury bonds giving rise to each federal 
reserve banking notes issuances of Federal Reserve Notes.

Rather like you, we simply state reality as we find behavior suitably on due course or 
actions giving support to our comprehensive natural unanimity. Thereby, keep moving forward 
as a man or men of standing seeking to emblazon every mind's eye with goodly knowledge & all 
honor will be given unto you now & eternally. 

And remember, those endowed naturally exercising unlimited commercial liability are 
always found solely in trade. Thereby, it is impossible for the sovereign to acquire limited 
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liability (insurance) without waiving sovereign unlimited commercial liability. The same goes 
for corporate liability insurance, which evinces the full waiver of corporate immunity. Of course, 
all this is playing out administratively everyday for those who provide appropriate notice and 
supporting evidence properly suited for an internal (O.I.G. of the U.S. D.o.J. & U.S. E.E.O.C.) 
investigation or audit. And with eye on cycling assets can be a very costly full forensic 
audit...lol.

!

 Arthur
Notice: U.P.C. Applicable. 

On Mon, Apr 9, 2018 at 12:26 PM, Arnie Rosner <arnie@arnierosner.com> wrote:
Why isn’t Mr. Rappaport telling the truth about the fake lawmakers of the fake state that 

have no lawful authority delegated by the only lawful authority…the people...to promote any 
such legislation which is obviously repugnant to the real Constitution, on which America and the 
rule of law were created?
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